
The new ColorCode 3-D Prime Glasses line consists of two different models, PrimeS™ (Standard 
frame) and PrimeC™ (Cover Style frame). 

C3D PrimeS is designed for a close fit to shield out ambient light and give a large field of view.

C3D PrimeC is designed to fit on top of prescription glasses and at the same time shield out ambient 
light with a large field of view.

For orders of 5,000 glasses or more there is a possibility to add your message in a custom print and 
to chose between glossy, matte, or exclusive elastic paint coating.

 ColorCode 3-D Prime™ Glasses 

ColorCode 3-D®, anytime, anywhere

 US Patent No. 6,687,003 • AU Patent No. 763370 • EP Patent No. 1131658
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Each pair of glasses is delivered in a protective cloth bag that can be used to clean the lenses. 

The C3D Case™ contains a classroom set-up of 32 glasses, either style. The C3D Case is divided into 
32 individual compartments to make it easy to identify if any glasses are missing. 1-2 cases should 
fill the need for most classrooms, meeting rooms or smaller exhibition and event scenarios. 

  ColorCode 3-D Prime™ Glasses
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Sales terms
Delivery times vary depending on quantities and your preferred delivery method, but be aware that it 
can be as much as 10-12 weeks. For any order you pay 50% up front and 50% on delivery. All 
payments are made through International wire transfer. All prices are exclusive of customs, taxes, 
VAT, and shipping cost. Ogon holds the right to change the prices without notice.

Recommended resell price (EUR) Minimum order*

PrimeS 10 100

PrimeC 12 100

Case w. 32 PrimeS 340 5

Case w. 32 PrimeC 400 5

* If product is not in stock our minimum order quantity is 1,000 pcs for the glasses and 30 pcs for the cases. For smaller 
quantities we refer to our resellers.

The ColorCode 3-D Glasses are part of the patented ColorCode 3-D System and may only be 
distributed with genuine ColorCode 3-D encoded material. 
You can find more information at ogon3d.com/colorcode3d.htm 

For prices, any other questions, or to order, you are always welcome to contact us at
mail: ogon@ogon3d.com 
phone: +46-705-897787
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